
 
 
 
 
 

ØWhere do you live? 
ØWhat’s good about your city? 

ØWhat’s your favorite place in your city? 
ØWhat’s not so good about your city? 
ØWould you like to move out? 

 
ÜÜVVOOCCAABBUULLAARRYY  AANNDD  PPIICCTTUURREE  IIDDEENNTTIIFFIICCAATTIIOONN  

ü While doing vocabulary tasks tray to identify cities in the pictures 
 
COLLOCATIONS (Speaking about Cities) 
Ø1. Fill in the missing gaps with two words only (Town and City). Underline words that are 
used only with town and words that are used only with city. Translate each word in the 
table 

               Fixed 
Town            Words 
or City 

Adjectives Verb + 
Town/City 

Town/City + 
Verb 

Prepositions 
and  

Noun Phrases 
 
 
 
 

………………. 

ancient; attractive; beautiful; 
big; large; major; small; old; 

coastal; home; native; 
provincial; cathedral; 

university; walled; capital; 
cosmopolitan; densely 
populated; flourishing; 

great; historic; industrial; 
inner; interesting; modern; 

overcrowded; popular; 
sophisticated; twin; ugly 

 
 
 

build; 
found 

 

 
 

boast  
expanded; 
grew (up) 
flourish 

 

 
in a/the ~ 

outside a/the ~ 
 

~ dweller 
~ centre 
~ street 

~ council 
~ life 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

………………. 

ancient; (un)attractive; big; 
major; little; small; nearby; 
surrounding; historic; old; 

new; thriving; sleepy; 
country; provincial; county; 

home; native; border; 
seaside; holiday; resort; 

cathedral; market; 
university; twin; boom; 
busy; coastal; crowded; 
depressing; dilapidated; 

dormitory; dull; fortified; 
ghost; important; industrial; 

large; market; medieval; 
medium-sized; mining; 
modern; neighboring; 

picturesque; pleasant; pretty; 
prosperous; quaint; satellite; 

shanty; ugly   

 
 
 
 

build; 
found; 
live in; 

get out of; 
move out of 

 
 

 
 
 
 

boast 
declined; 

flourished; 
grew (up); 

spread 

 
on the outskirts of ~ 

in the  ~ centre 
in ~ 

out of ~ 
outside the ~ 

 
 

~ hall;    ~ square; 
~ walls;   ~ council; 
~ life;   ~ planning 

Ü Which word has a meaning of main part with the shops etc. – 



CCUULLTTUURREE  
Ø2. Look at the following list of cultural places and translate it. Think of a city where you 
can find this or that place  
opera houses;   symphony orchestras;   choral societies;   numerous museums;   art centers 

preserved homes of collectors, writers, composers and artists;   world-famous zoos 
landscaped parks and squares;   religious institutions;    

local musical and theatrical institutions 
   
ÜÜVVEERRBBSS    
Ø3. Match verbs in column A with expressions in column B. Translate the expressions 

A  B 
1. to offer                       a. the city’s cultural life   
2. to host  b. high-quality theatre entertainment  
3. to boast  c. many theaters  
4. to feature   d. a city as a setting 
5. to hold   e. the imperial jewels  
6. to house   f. a range of performance styles  
7. to harbor  g. multiple paintings   
8. to share  h. performances  
9. to influence   i. acclaim  
10. to use   j. cultural roots  
11. to gain   k. public libraries and cultural associations  
 
 

ÜÜAADDVVEERRBBSS    
Ø4. Fill in the missing gaps with adverbs below. Translate expressions in yellow gaps  

highly;   architecturally;   self-consciously 
 
1. Deeply influenced and …………… modeled after its European heritage, Buenos Aires is the 

site of the Teatro Colón, one of the world's greatest opera houses. 
2. It has a world-famous zoo and Botanical Garden, a large number of landscaped parks and 

squares, as well as churches and places of worship of all denominations, including many who are 
…………… noteworthy. 

3. Many consider Boston a …………… cultured city, perhaps as a result of its intellectual 
reputation; much of Boston's culture originates at its universities.   
 
Ø5. Choose the best word to complete the article about the culture 
of Dublin 

Dublin is a major artistic/edifying/cultural centre in Ireland 
and the origin/base/fount of many prominent artists and writers such as 
James Joyce, Oscar Wilde, Samuel Beckett, Bram Stoker, and others. 

Few/Numerous/Abundant museums such as The National Print 
Museum  of  Ireland,  the  Irish  Museum  of  Modern  Art,  the  National  
Gallery of Ireland are all settled/located/fixed in Dublin. 

Temple  Bar  is  an  important  place  for  nocturnal/night/twilight 
life  and  often  people  from  Great  Britain  and  beyond  visit  for  the  
weekend. 

The city is one of the most vigorous/immature/youthful in  the 
world - an counted/estimated/calculated 50%  of  inhabitants  are  
under/below/not 30 years old. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
ü Do you know any town which is 

renowned for its architecture and style? 
 
PPAASSTT  aanndd  PPRREESSEENNTT  PPAARRTTIICCIIPPLLEESS  ((LLoonnddoonn’’ss  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree))  
Ø6. Insert in the following sentences the verbs using them as Present or Past Participles 

disuse;   run;   provide;   scatter;   include;   strike;   progress;   surround;   protect 
 
1. Few structures predate the Great Fire of 1666, except for the Tower of London and a few 
…………… Tudor survivors in the City. 
2. In itself, the City contains a wide variety of styles, …………… through Wren's late 17th 
century churches and the financial institutions of the 18th and 19th century. 
3. Notable recent buildings are the 1980s skyscraper Tower 42, the Lloyd's building with 
services …………… along the outside of the structure, and the 2004 Swiss Re building, known 
as the "Gherkin". 
4. High-rise development is banned at certain sites if it would obstruct …………… views of St. 
Paul's Cathedral.  
5. Nevertheless, there are plans for more skyscrapers in central London …………… the 72-story 
"Shard of Glass", which will be one of the tallest buildings in Europe. 
6. Other notable modern buildings include City Hall in Southwark, the British Library in Somers 

Town, the Great Court of the British Museum, and the …………… 
Millennium Dome next to the Thames east of Canary Wharf.  
7. The …………… 1907 Battersea Power Station by the river in the 
southwest is a local landmark, whilst some railway termini are 
excellent examples of Victorian architecture. 
8. The Monument in the City of London provides views of the 
…………… area whilst commemorating the Great Fire of London 
which originated nearby.  
9. Nelson's Column is a nationally-recognized monument in 
Trafalgar Square, …………… a focal point for the whole central 
area. 

ÜÜSSTTYYLLEESS  OOFF  IINNDDIIAA  
Ø7. Translate the following expressions into English using words in the box below   

tolerance and unity;   consequence;   reminiscent;   national heritage;    
memorial;   represent; architectural marvels; edifice; astronomical observatory 

 
1. непосредственный результат богатой истории Дели -  

2. построить несколько архитектурных чудес -  
3. воплощать сочетание архитектурных стилей -  

4. признавать памятники как национальное наследие - 
5. религиозное терпимость и единство -    

6. самое посещаемое здание в мире -  
7. напоминающей о колониальной архитектуре -  

8. военный мемориал - 
9. астрономический наблюдательный пункт 18го века 



ÜÜVVEENNIICCEE  EEXXPPAANNSSIIOONN  
Ø8. Complete this article relating to Venice history with the best option given below  

From the ninth century through twelfth century Venice 
1………. into a city state. Its 2………. position made 
Venetian naval and commercial power almost 3……….. . The 
city became a 4………. center of the trade between Western 
Europe and the rest of the world. 
 In the 12th century the essentials for the power of 
Venice were 5………. . Soon the Republic of Venice 
6………. the eastern shores of the Adriatic before 1200, 
mostly for commercial 7……… . The Doge already 8……… 
the  titles  of  Duke  of  Dalmatia  and  Duke  of  Istria.  Later  
mainland possessions were 9………. partly to 10………. the 

supply of mainland wheat 11………. which the city depended.  
 In building its maritime commercial empire, the Republic acquired 12………. of 
most of the islands in the Aegean, including Cyprus and Crete, and became a major power-
broker in the Near East. By the 13………. of the time, Venice's stewardship of its mainland 
territories  was  relatively  enlightened  and  the  citizens  of  such  towns  as  Bergamo,  Brescia,  and  
Verona rallied 14………. the defense of Venetian sovereignty when it 15………. threatened by 
invaders. 
1. A. developed B. grew  C. transformed D. evolved 
2. A. tactic    B. planned  C. strategic   D. schematic  
3. A. safe    B. unassailable C. invincible  D. invulnerable  
4. A. flourishing B. blossoming  C. booming  D. declining 
5. A. lied   B. lain   C. layed  D. laid  
6. A. grabbed   B. snatched  C. cluttered   D. seized 
7. A. motives   B. aims  C. justifications D. reasons 
8. A. shouldered B. carried  C. moved  D. supported 
9. A. lost    B. got    C. acquired  D. secured 
10. A. ensure   B. confirm   C. certify  D. guarantee  
11. A. on    B. to    C. with  D. from 
12. A. rule    B. control  C. charge  D. authority 
13. A. measures B. scales  C. standards  D. criterions  
14. A. for    B. of    C. to    D. on 
15. A. had    B. would  C. made  D. was  
 
ÜÜDDEELLHHII  OORRIIGGIINN    
Ø9. Choose the best word to complete the article and translate highlighted expressions  
The name Delhi is of uncertain etymology/source/root. One suggestion is that the name Delhi is 
derived/derived/drawn from the Mauryan king, Maharaja Dhillu. However, some historians 

believe that the word Dilli, another name of/for/from Delhi, 
rose/originated/began from the Persian word Dahleez meaning 
frontier or threshold. Another school suggests that the city's 
original/initial/primeval name is Dhillika. The Persianized 
surname Dahelvi is also respected/concerned/related to 
residents of Delhi. 
 
üü1100..  DDIISSCCOOVVEERR  IITT  YYOOUURRSSEELLFF    
Ø Find out History and Origin of any city you would like 



GGEEOOGGRRAAPPHHYY  aanndd  CCLLIIMMAATTEE    
Ø10. Complete the following sentences with the verbs below. Put the verbs in either Active 
or Passive Voice 

consist;   compose;   sit;   cause;   traverse;   increase;   surround;   last;   classify;   locate;   
come form;   know 

1. The Algarve is hilly, but …………. with rich valleys. Its highest point is the Mountain range 
of Monchique, with a maximum altitude of 906m. 
2. It is …………. of 5,412 square kilometers with approximately 410,000 permanent inhabitants. 
This figure …………. to over a million people at the height of summer due to an influx of 
tourists. 
3. Praia da Marinha, Lagoa was ………….. as one of the 100 most beautiful and well preserved 
beaches of the world.  
4. The centre of Cape Town is ………….. at the northern end of the Cape 
Peninsula. Table Mountain ………….. a dramatic backdrop to the city 
bowl,  with  its  plateau  well  over  one  kilometer  high;  it  is  …………..  by  
near-vertical cliffs, Devil's Peak and Lion's Head.  
5. The peninsula …………… of a dramatic mountainous spine jutting 
southwards into the Atlantic Ocean, ending at Cape Point.  
6. In winter, which …………. from May to August, large cold fronts 
…………. across from the Atlantic Ocean with heavy precipitation and 
strong north-westerly winds.  
7. The south-easterly wind …………. by a high-pressure system which 
…………. in the South Atlantic to the west of Cape Town, …………. as 
the South-Atlantic High. Summer temperatures are mild, with an average 
maximum of 26 °C  

BBEECCOOMMIINNGG  TTOOUURRIISSTTYY    
◊◊◊    WWWhhhaaattt   tttuuurrrnnnsss   aaa   ppplllaaaccceee   iiinnntttooo   aaa   pppooowwweeerrrfffuuulll    

mmmaaagggnnneeettt   fffooorrr   tttooouuurrriiissstttsss???   
Ø11. Try to decipher the following words 
 1. the  place  where  someone  or  
something is going – ………………………………... 
 2. an  area  of  sand  or  small  stones  
besides the sea or a lake - …………………………...  
 3. the type of the weather - …………….  
 4. the  land  along  a  coast,  especially  
when seen from the sea or the air - …………………. 
  5. a  large  hole  in  the  side  of  a  hill  or  
under the ground – …………………………………..  
 6. a series of games in which one winner is 
left out of many players or teams - ……………….     

  
Ø12. Fill in the following text with words above. Some words should be used twice 

The Algarve is a popular ………. for tourism, primarily because of its clean, warm 
water ………., Mediterranean ………., safety and relatively low costs. The length of the 
south-facing ………. is approximately 155 kilometers. Beyond the westernmost point of 
Cape St Vincent it stretches a further 50 kilometers to the north. The ………. is notable for 
picturesque limestone ………… and grottoes, particularly around Lagos, which are 
accessible by powerboat. There are many other beautiful and famous summer places such 
as Albufeira, Vilamoura, Portimão, Lagos, Armação de Pêra, Quarteira… It is also host to 
the annual Algarve Cup invitational ………. for national teams in women's football. 



 
 
VVIIEENNNNAA  LLIIGGHHTT  LLIIFFEE  
Ø13. Read the following questions about Vienna Life Night. Try to guess the answers  

1. What makes it easy to hang out late at night in Vienna? 
2. How does the bus numeration change depending on the time of the day? 

3. Where can you hang out at night in Vienna hearing loud music? 
4. Where is “The Bermuda Triangle” in Vienna situated? 

5. What does bars’ schedule depend on? 
 
Ø14. Read the following article about Vienna night life. 
There is one final sentence missing in each paragraph. 
Complete the missing the gap, using sentences at the 
bottom of the page. There are two sentences that you 

should not use at all 
Vienna  has  a  variety  of  nightlife  options.  Its  low  

crime rate and extensive public transportation network 
make going out at night safe and convenient. Regular 
public transportation (subway, tram, and bus) runs until 
approximately 12:30. After this, nighttime bus lines 
provide service every half hour (fifteen minutes on some 
segments). Almost all night lines circle the inner city before heading outbound. Most lines are 
numerated the same as their corresponding daytime line. For example, if you take the 60 tramline 
followed by the U4 subway into the city, you can take the N60 bus directly from the city back 
out.  
 

Starting in the 1980s, the pedestrian zone between the St. Ruprecht's Church (the oldest 
in Vienna) and the Fleischmarkt became populated with bars etc. and became known as the 
"Bermuda Triangle." It is the one area of the inner city district where relatively loud music and 
noise are (grudgingly) tolerated.  
 

The First District in general has an abundance of night life options for any budget. There 
are many Irish pubs with pint prices starting at €2. On the other side of the price-spectrum are 
bars such as Sky Bar and Do & Co., which are frequented by the Austrian elite. Opening hours 
vary essentially by neighborhood noise ordinance agreements. In the summer, bars' outdoor 
seating often has to be vacated by 11 p.m.  
 
 
MMMiiissssssiiinnnggg   SSSeeennnttteeennnccceeesss   
a. Generally there is an abundance of establishments open until 4 a.m. or later, especially on the 
weekend. 
b. Today, large portions of the Westgürtel have been modernized, with many restaurants, bars, 
and mini-clubs now located under the elevated tracks of the U6 subway line. 

c. At approximately 5 a.m. the daytime lines resume. Day and 
night lines now use the same tickets. 
d. It  is  called  Copa  Cagrana,  which  is  a  word-play  of  
Copacabana and Kagran, which is a sub-district nearby. 
e. Many bars and small clubs are located in this neighborhood, 
but drinks tend to be more expensive than in the rest of the city. 
 
Ø15. Now answer questions in ex. 13 referring to the article 
 



RREENNDDEERRIINNGG  ((TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN))    
Ø16. What can a city have in terms of transportation? Translate the following 
expressions into Russian  

extensive transportation infrastructure;   regional public transportation;    
a commuter rail line; a lightrailsystem;   a subway system;    

extensive subway and bus systems 
 
Ø17. Render the following article about Moscow Transportation System  

В Москве действует разветвленная 
сеть маршрутов автобусов, троллейбусов, 
трамваев, важнейшее значение для города 
имеет метрополитен, работают также такси 
и маршрутные такси. В городе действует 
монорельсовая дорога. 

В районе Москвы находятся 
аэропорты Домодедово, Шереметьево, 
Внуково и аэропорт Быково. 

В период навигации на Москва-реке 
работают несколько маршрутов речного 
трамвая. От Северного речного вокзала 

ходят круизные теплоходы, а в Южном порту разгружаются грузовые суда. 
В столице действует девять железнодорожных вокзалов: Белорусский, Казанский, 
Курский, Киевский, Павелецкий, Рижский, Савёловский и Ярославский вокзалы 
обслуживают Московскую железную дорогу, а Ленинградский вокзал — Октябрьскую. 
 
ÜÜEEDDUUCCAATTIIOONN    
Ø18. Put the following words in brackets in the correct form to best fit the article. Translate 
the highlighted expressions   
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) …………. (operation) several major 
laboratories within the city. Tufts University …………. (administration) its medical and dental 
school adjacent to the Tufts-New England Medical Center (Tufts-NEMC), a 451-bed …….. 
(academy) medical institution that is home to both a full-service hospital for adults and the 
Floating Hospital for Children. …………. (Add), Northeastern University, a large …………. 
(privacy) university, …………. (maintenance) a campus in the Fenway district.  Next  door  is  
Wentworth Institute of Technology, a …………. (found) member of the Colleges of the Fenway. 
Suffolk University, a small private university …………. (know) for  its  
law school, maintains a campus on Beacon Hill. The city is also home to 
a number of conservatories and …………. (artistic) schools, including 
the Massachusetts College of Art, New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston Conservatory, and Berklee College of Music. The University of 
Massachusetts Boston, Roxbury Community College, and Bunker Hill 
Community College are the city's three state-run colleges. 
 
Ø19. Watch a program about Madrid in English.  As  soon as  an  extract  of  the  program  is  

frozen, translate it into Russian. BEAR IN MIND that your time is 
limited and the next extract starts automatically 
 
Ø20. Watch a program about Paris in Russian. As soon as an extract of 
the program  is frozen, translate it into Russian. BEAR IN MIND that 
your time is limited and the next extract starts automatically 


